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CEO REFLECTIONS
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Ship of Ubuntu [ùbúntú]
The word ubuntu comes from the Nguni languages. It can be roughly translated
as “humanity”.  It is more fully expressed in Zulu "umuntu ngumuntu
ngabantu" or Xhosa "umntu ngumntu ngabantu", meaning "I am because we
are".

It is an ancient African philosophy of ‘Oneness.’ This oneness is an understanding of
all life’s interconnectedness. A golden thread of goodness connects all life from the
lowest creature to the highest. This golden thread of goodness is commonly known
as love, or “ubuntu”.

During the 1990s, the ubuntu concept was adapted as an ideology by post-
apartheid South Africa as a vehicle to bring about harmony and cooperation among
its many racial and ethnic groups. The ethical values of ubuntu include respect for
others, helpfulness, community, sharing, caring, trust, and unselfishness. 

Ubuntu underscores the importance of unity and gives priority to the well-being of
the community.

 Noelle Owusu,
EdVance volunteer. 

“When you see beauty in a
neighbourhood like this, it doesn’t
make all the violence stop or take

the trauma away, but it gives people
a reminder that there is beauty in

the world." 

https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Apartheid


CEO REFLECTIONS
Another aspect of ubuntu is that, at all times, the individual effectively represents the
people from among whom he or she comes. Therefore, the individual must
endeavour to behave according to the highest standards and exhibit the virtues
upheld by their people. 
 
Sometimes, this representation of standards becomes misrepresented over time
and requires a reset, a reminder, and a re-presentation of those original virtues and
values. 

This becomes a counter-narrative mission, one that happened this year in Vrygrond
and came in the form of a beautiful art sculpture project known as “The Ship of
Ubuntu.” It was a brilliant collaboration between the Sozo Foundation, the EdVance
programme from San Francisco State University in the United States, and world-
renowned Mexican street artist Libre Gutierrez. More than 40 youth from Vrygrond
participated in the six-week project. They worked many days and nights, owning the
whole process from conceptualisation to design, creation, and finally, the erection of
the sculpture for display. 



“This artwork is a way of the youth giving back to the community. When you search for
Vrygrond online, all you see is “violence” and “gangsters,” but when you are inside the
community, you see rainbows. This sculpture is the youth coming together with one
mindset. They are showing people that there is something good coming out of this
place.” - Randall Daniels, Sozo Youth worker

“The young people gained a lot of leadership qualities and learned how to communicate
with people from very different backgrounds. Normally, we are all so focused inside the
community that we cannot focus outside of it. So, this really broadened our minds.” 
 Keenan Mowers, Sozo Youth worker

“We wanted to depict the history, beauty, and talent of the Vrygrond community. The
sculpture depicts a man’s face with two eyes symbolising looking toward the future and
reflecting on the past. The hull of the boat pays homage to the fishing village history of
the community. The houses on top of the structure symbolise the unity and diversity of
the community.” - Elana Cuyler, co-founder of the Sozo Foundation

This embodies Sozo’s core value of unconditional love. It fills my heart with
a deep sense of respect and inspiration. We will continue to write the Sozo
story together, in unity and in harmony being fully alive and fully human…

in the spirit of UBUNTU! " 

Anton Cuyler, CEO 



EDU
CAT
ION

The South African education system, characterised by crumbling infrastructure,
overcrowded classrooms, and relatively poor educational outcomes, is
perpetuating inequality and as a result failing too many of its children - this is
especially true for the young people we at Sozo serve. 

The value of a matric
certificate remains

positive both in terms of
earnings and the

likelihood of finding
employment. 

Equal Education

Through our three education
programmes - Educentre, General
Education Diploma, and our
Schools Work - we are
combatting drop out rates,
assisting learners to pass grades
and reach matric and beyond! 



EDUCENTRE 
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OUR MISSION: TO SEE EVERY CHILD FINISH HIGH SCHOOL SUCCESSFULLY
AND TO ASSIST EACH LEARNER WITH POST-SCHOOLING OPPORTUNITIES
THAT WILL LEAD TO A DIGNIFIED JOB

94%
Matric 

pass rate 

105
High school

learners

93%
Grade 8-12
overall pass

rate 

6174
Meals 

provided 

272
Tutoring
sessions 

83
Hours of

vocational &
life skills 

98%
Learners self

esteem
increased 

2019 in numbers 
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EDUCENTRE 

Tutoring 

Our model 

Mentoring
Mentorship is an important strategy in our programme for ongoing relationship-
building with each learner. Our mentors are full time employees of the Sozo
Foundation who journey with their grade as they move up through the Educentre
Programme, assisting with specific needs, tutoring requests, and being role
models, from Grade 8 through to Matric.

96% of our 2019 learners claim that they have a good relationship with their
grade mentor and the grade mentor is supportive.

We provide Educentre students with intensive daily academic support,
homework help, and exam preparation that our they desperately need to
succeed in school and beyond. In 2019, we introduced capacity building
workshops for our tutors to ensure that their contribution is impactful in the
academic support provided to learners. We ran a Winter Hub programme during
school holidays for intensive tutoring as well as poetry writing sessions, personal
development motivation workshops, and fun games and team activities.

In 2019, we had 23 local tutors, mainly students from the University of Cape
Town, volunteering at Educentre.



Psycho-Social
Support 
Our social worker provides emotional support to our learners, as well as their
families, helping them to navigate tough situations and challenges they may be
facing. This is through individual counselling sessions, parent meetings, and
hosting Resilience Groups and workshops. 

98% of  our 2019 learners said their self-esteem increased since joining Educentre

Computer Literacy 
Our computer lab is provided to develop
computer literacy in the learners, which forms
a vital skill for career development, as well as
offer essential resources the learners need to
do their homework and school projects, as
they do not have one at home. 

"I come to Sozo to get space to study and
internet access." Grade 8 learner

EDUCENTRE 
Our model 

Nutritious Meals 
We provide a healthy meal for each learner at every
Educentre session. In 2019, our learners participated in
the Live Life Well nutrition course. 

90% of  our 2019 learners indicated that the food
supplied at Educentre helps them with concentration.



Partnerships 
Sisanda FunDaytion - Days out to Kirstenbosch Gardens 
National Education Agency Global Fellows programme 
FunDza Literacy Trust - Essay writing workshops 
Elevate Education - Study skills workshops & seminars  
Street Savvy - Entrepreneurial skills workshops 
Olico - Western Cape Times Table Challenge 
Butterfly Art Project - Therapeutic Art Sessions
Community Chest - Essay writing competition
Dare2Dream Youth Life Skills programme 

Our model 

Career Inspiring
Initiatives

We inspire our learners to succeed beyond high school
by exposing them to career and study options. In 2019,
we offered 8 different weekly vocational skills courses
in baking, graphic design, construction, and hair &
beauty. We also ran Living With A Purpose life skills
sessions to create vision boards, development plans,
and learn the importance of having dreams and goals in
life.  

98% of the 2019 learners said they have a better idea of
their career path

EDUCENTRE 



EDUCENTRE 
Engaging Societal Issues 
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Gender Based Violence 

Child Protection

As part of the 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence, we ran talk-
shops with our learners and staff to provide the platform for reflection on our
own biases and behaviours, and how we can intentionally create a safe space
for our community. 

In 2019, we partnered with The Guardian Group who specialises in providing
proactive and reactive Child Protection through advanced screening. Sozo
became the first NPO in the Western Province to have been fully screened
against the Child Offences Register and Sexual Offences Register - as part of our
organisation’s commitment towards living best practices, creating a safe
community, and fighting against child protection issues..

National Policy
Our Educentre programme manager was selected to embark on a review of the
National Youth Development Policy. 

Children's Rights 
Four of our learners were selected as
Child Ambassadors to go to Parliament
to engage in the process of implementing
the first Western Cape Commissioner for
Children. 

“We live in fear every day. We are treated
badly by those who are supposed to
respect us, children. The Commissioner
must protect our rights”. 

Child delegate at Consultation



GED
General Education
Diploma 
In May 2019, we introduced a General Education Diploma (GED) option to 14
Youth Café students. GED  is a South African  Grade 12  National Senior 
 Certificate that is equivalent to the UK's A-Level, New Zealand's NCEA, and
the globally recognised International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme.

We are providing unemployed youth who have not completed High School
with the opportunity to complete their Senior Certificate and access
employment opportunities where a Matric is a minimum requirement
regardless of experience.

SCHOOLS WORK
Sozo youth workers facilitate life skills sessions and job readiness with
Grade 8 and 9 learners at a local High School every week as part of their Life
Orientation module. During the first two terms, we present a course called
Face-Work Today. 

For the second two terms of the year, we partner with The Healing Heart
Foundation to deliver the Heartlife personal development tool. We
successfully presented our life skills programme to 832 learners from
Sibelius and Steenberg High Schools in 2019,



Awonke worked hard throughout her time at Educentre and in 2019
she achieved 2 distinctions with her Bachelor Matric pass! She is now
studying International Studies at Stellenbosch University and working
towards her dream of becoming an ambassador of the United Nations.

Stories of  Hope

We our passionate about and strategically invest in
our Sozo staff. Meet Ronel Manellepie who started
as a kitchen assistant at Sozo in 2015. Through her
training development journey, she became an
Educentre Grade mentor and she later applied and
was promoted to a project coordinator position.
During this time she has been studying part time
and recently qualified as a social auxiliary worker.
We are so proud of Ronel! 
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"Having someone believe in your
dreams and actually support you

in your journey of achieveing
them gives one the drive to never

give up."
 

Awonke 

Awonke Mhlabeni

Ronel Manellepie



Youth unemployment is a
key area to tackle if we are
to unlock our potential as a
nation and as a continent. 

 
C. Smith, Managing

Director SAP Africa, 2020

In South Africa, youth unemployment is currently at the worst level of anywhere in
the world at 68% (according to the expanded definition). This is an unfolding
tragedy beyond compare. Unemployment is also the cause of other social ills such
as crime, divorce, suicide, and child maltreatment. The link between
unemployment and poverty has also been established and poor people suffer a
lack of meaning and purpose in life, as poor people lose their values and no longer
believe in themselves and the world. (Allen, S, Watson, 1986) 

SKILLS
DEVELOP

MENT 
 



PATHWAYS TO
EMPLOYMENT 



YOUTH CAFE 
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OUR MISSION: TO SEE ALL THE YOUNG ADULTS IN VRYGROND IN EDUCATION,
EMPLOYMENT OR TRAINING.

105
Life-skills
graduates

75%
Placement

rate

2019 in numbers 
 89

Vocational
Skills School
Graduates

21 
Youth in

internships

9 
Youth in 

further training

67 
Students

placed

37 
Youth in

employment



Communication abilities
were found to be the
most predictive for

employment and earnings.
Grit and resilience are

also valued.
Harambee, 2019

YOUTH CAFE

Phase 1: Life Skills 

Our model 

Life Skills, also referred to as ‘essential employability skills’, are those
that are completely transferable between industries and occupations.
They are often what employees lose jobs on. We teach the students
skills such  as goal setting, financial management, sexual and
emotional health, timekeeping, and communication. We also address
themes of Resilience, Teamwork, and Leadership.

During the Life Skills phase, we conducted three weeks of soft skills
training through workshops where our youth workers facilitate small
group discussions. Each student produces a comprehensive portfolio of
evidence. Our final week is a personal development tool, used in
industry and businesses - HeartLife.

105
Life skills

Graduates in
2019 



YOUTH CAFE
Phase 2: Vocational Skills Schools 
Following successful graduation from the Life Skills Phase, students then enter six
months of their chosen practical skills school to train for one of the following
careers: Barista, Artisan Baker, Construction Worker, Hairdresser and
Cosmetologist, Digital Graphic Designer.

A variety of industry expert trainers implement our programme. Ten staff
members trained in the different skills disciplines act as community peer-to-peer
mentors. We also place the students into small groups for a mentoring
programme for the duration of the course.

Phase 3: Job Shadowing
We provide real marketplace experience for our students. This is often the first time
our students have been in a real job environment. We ensure our students are
"workplace ready" by also assisting our students with developing an up to date
resume with which to apply for jobs. Students engage in job searching and
interview preparation and practice. We have built a network of partnerships for job
shadowing opportunities with local businesses and companies. Often these
businesses offer our students jobs on graduation.

Stories of  Hope
Anele successfully graduated our Barista
Skills School in 2016 and quickly got a job
working for the Bootlegger Coffee
Company. Anele says "I want to continue
to improve my skills and gain more
experience, and to be a professional
roaster, that's my dream."

 
"I hope I can keep opening
up new opportunities for me
and do something better in

my community.”
 

Anele 



Perfect Grind

BARISTA SKILLS
SCHOOL
A barista is an espresso machine ‘coffee artist’ who has extensive knowledge
about coffee and prepares, decorates, and serves espresso-based drinks to
customers. Barista is the Italian word for barkeeper.

Latte Art 

Ultimate BrewHistory of Coffee Espresso Experts 

Roasting Beans

Our Training Elements 

28
Barista

Graduates in
2019 
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Confident Bakers 

ARTISAN BAKERY
SKILLS SCHOOL
Artisan bakers are masters of their craft, shaping loaves of bread by hand,
and only using the essential bread ingredients: flour, water, yeast, salt, and
most importantly, time, whilst typically using a wood-fired oven.

Pastries

Quality BakeArtisan Bake Wood Burning Oven

Ingredients 

Our Training Elements 

27
Bakery

Graduates in
2019 



Bricklaying

CONSTRUCTION
SKILLS SCHOOL
Construction workers are physical nation builders. From the foundations to the
roof, windows, and walls, these men and women create beautiful, practical, safe
places for society. Construction is an important sector that contributes greatly
to the economic growth of a nation.

Painting 

CarpentryTiling Electrical

Plumbing

Our Training Elements 

20
Construction
Graduates in

2019 



HAIRDRESSING &
COSMETOLOGY
SKILLS SCHOOL
Hairdressers are charming and charismatic individuals who are excellent listeners
with artistic gifts to transform your hair from grunge to glam through various
cutting, colouring, texturising, and ethnic techniques.

Blowdrying Massage

Haircolouring Haircutting Nails  

Make Up

Our Training Elements 

9
Hair & Beauty
Graduates in

2019 



Layout and Logos Video Shooting and Editing

Mural ArtPhotography Design Elements

Adobe suite

Our Training Elements 

DIGITAL DESIGN
SKILLS SCHOOL
Designers create visual concepts, using computer software or by hand, to
communicate ideas that inspire, inform, and captivate consumers.

5
Digital Design
Graduates in

2019 



YOUTH CAFE
Additional Programme Elements 

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT
Auxiliary Social Workers who are full-time Sozo Foundation
employees assess each of our 16 to 18-year-old students,
and they have full access to social work support sessions
throughout the year. We also run a parenting support group
supervised by student social workers with the Youth Café
students who are parents, to equip them with parenting
skills.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP COURSE
False Bay College’s Entrepreneurship faculty
facilitates an Entrepreneurship course with the
Youth Café students weekly for a total of 28
hours of basic business training for all students
who wish to develop their entrepreneurial
skills.

IT COURSES 
All students are invited to attend a two-week
computer literacy programme at locally-based
Vrygrond Computer Labs that teaches necessary
computer skills in partnership with the University of
Cape Town. This empowers the students with vital
skills and confidence for future employment, as
most jobs require a certain level of computer
literacy. 



If you were to ask Anton or Elana how Sozo started they will probably mention
Gail’s name. They met Gail in the youth group they were running back in 2010. Gail
was a young mother, living in a one-bedroom house with her Grandmother, her
sister, and her daughter, all sleeping in one bed. Her Uncle was sleeping in the
living room space. He had been in and out of mental health institutions and was an
addict. To say the least, it was not a safe environment. Anton and Elana got a group
of volunteers together to clean Gail’s house, get them a new bed, and give it an
uplifting makeover. Gail then joined the Sozo Educentre after-school programme.
Even once Gail left the Educentre, she remained in contact with Anton and Elana.

It was vulnerable young people like Gail who drove Anton and Elana to establish
the Sozo Youth Café in 2016. This new venture was a skills development
programme targeting young people who dropped out of the formal schooling
system and faced circumstances that they could not escape. Knowing that Sozo
was a safe space, Gail reached out to Sozo once more in 2017. In her initial
interview, Gail expressed her passion for hairdressing. She turned out to be a
phenomenal student in the Sozo Hairdressing Skills School. Sozo arranged for Gail
to do job shadowing at a local hair salon. The salon owner was so taken by Gail’s
skills combined with her gentle, caring demeanour that she offered Gail an
opportunity to work at the salon as an intern.  

"If I hadn’t been at Sozo
 I wouldn’t have got this

job"
 

Gail
 

Stories of  Hope

In 2018, Embrace Hair and Beauty Salon offered
Gail full-time employment, where she is still
employed. Gail dreams of one day opening her
own salon. In the meantime, Gail has returned to
Sozo as a facilitator in our Hairdressing Salon.
She is known in Vrygrond for her expertise in
braiding. She is teaching the next generation
how to do local ethnic hairstyles at Sozo.



75% of the 6.7 million
unemployed youth in South

Africa have no work
experience. 

 
Harambee 2019

 

provide current student Youth Café beneficiaries with practical (training and job-
shadowing) experience in their chosen skill,
provide graduate Youth Café beneficiaries with internship and employment
opportunities, and  
generate revenue that will contribute to the implementation of Youth Café.

At Sozo, our 3 social enterprises are designed to:

SOCIAL
ENTER
PRISE

“A social enterprise is a cause-driven business whose primary reason for being is to
improve social objectives and serve the common good.”



SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE
OUR MISSION: TO SEE YOUNG ADULTS EMPLOYED AND SMALL BUSINESSES
THRIVING AND GIVING BACK TO COMMUNITIES. 

1
Brand new

coffee roaster
purchased 

12
Internships

filled 

2019 in numbers 
10

Jobs created
3

Social
Enterprises
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WILD GOOSE
BAKERY
The Wild Goose Bakery is a wholesale bakery based in Vrygrond that produces
artisan products for retail. Our Cape Town stockists include Bobs Bagels in Kalk
Bay, Gardeners Cottage in Newlands, Xpression Café in Muizenberg, Courtyard
Café in Kalk Bay, Oude Meule in Stellenbosch, and various Wellness Warehouse
shops around Cape Town.

In 2019, we welcomed a new dedicated Social Enterprise Manager, Donovan
Edwards, who has taken the 3 new projects to new heights and focused on
finding new customers! He has cut costs by finding good quality raw materials at
lower prices. Donovan has also built a system to manage production cost, stock
control, and profit margins. 

6927 kg
of flour used

in 2019!
47,384

bagels sold in
2019!



We decided on the name ‘The Dancing Goat Roastery’ because of one of the
stories of the origin of coffee. A farmer walked into a field with his tribe of goats
and noticed that the goats started dancing after eating a certain bean that he had
not seen before. He tried the bean and felt the urge to dance. The bean was a
coffee bean, and they were experiencing a caffeine high.

"Starting such an enterprise required a large amount of funding, so we set out
fundraising. I teamed up with the teacher from the Graphic Design School and we
made plans to shoot a video which we would send back to the UK to spread
awareness of the project. We collated archive footage of Sozo and shot some new
footage, interviewing an alumni Barista student, following her progress. We
showed the video at St Paul’s Ealing and another church that has supported Sozo.
The response took us by surprise. People were very generous. Within a few
months, we reached our fundraising target of R200,000!"

DANCING GOAT
ROASTERY
The Dancing Goat Roastery provides Mobile Coffee Events with trained Baristas
and a mobile coffee cart to serve espresso-based and other hot drinks at various
venues for events.

Brand New Roaster

-Jos Melluish
 

Why the name "the Dancing Goat"?



KINGDOM
BUILDERS 
Kingdom Builders is a maintenance and construction crew based in Vrygrond
that provides building services to local homes and small businesses. Kingdom
Builders is a social enterprise that seeks to train and employ unemployed young
people through its apprenticeship programme.

In 2019, Kingdom Builders delivered a
Coffee Cart that they built to the team
at GANGSTAR CAFE SA. We are excited
about the opportunities that it will
create for young men who were
previously in gangs and prison but who
are now moving forward to becoming
urban heroes.  We love partnering with
organisations like this! 

10 
Construction
jobs complete
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FINANCES 2019/20

Skills Development
45%

Education 
34%

Social Enterprise
13%

Capital Expenditure
4%

Trusts & Foundations
59%

Individual Donations
11%

Corporate Donations
11%

Government Grant
11%

Self-Generated Income
6%

Income 

Expenses

Overhead Expenses 
4%

Churches
2%

Total R7,795,926 

Total R8,503,795



DONORS &
PARTNERS 

Augustinian 

Mission Fund 

Thank you
for your

support in
2019!



DONORS &
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Thank you
for your

support in
2019!

Van Dyk
Family

Bradshaw
Family

Selley 
Family

Cuyler 
Family

Price 
Family

Arnold-
Knights
Family

Individual
Donors



1115 Vrygrond Avenue
Vrygrond 
Cape Town
7949

www.thesozofoundation.org.za

admin@thesozofoundation.org.za

(021) 825 5529

@thesozofoundation

https://www.facebook.com/TheSozoFoundation
https://instagram.com/thesozofoundation/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUO-IpNd523Z425Q5gmqrfA
https://twitter.com/sozofoundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/30720179/

